Ordering PDK and PDK Lite/PDK II:

PDK and PDK Lite/PDK II have assigned National Stock Numbers (NSN) 5895-01-659-3370 and 5895-01-663-7300, respectively. The PDK and PDK Lite/PDK II are unit-funded items that are not centrally-managed nor stocked, and must be procured directly from the manufacturer as a local purchase item, per HQDA G-4 guidance.

NOTE: PDK or PDK Lite/PDK II cannot be ordered through the normal supply system using assigned NSNs. Requesting units must utilize their local Contracting Support Office. The PDK or PDK Lite/PDK II have an Item Standardization Code (ISC) of “L”, which indicates for local purchase.

PDK or PDK Lite/PDK II customers may utilize the PL AMIS RFID-IV W52P1J-14-D-0014 contract. This contract is a de-centralized IDIQ contract, single source award to SAVI Corporation and can be accessed at the below link:


The Portable Deployment Kit (PDK) w/ label printer ($20,082.24) is listed at CLIN 2011BF. The PDK Lite/PDK II with tablet, and without printer ($9,275.82) is listed at CLIN 2011AC. Both PDK and PDK Lite/PDK II orders provide a 5 year warranty based on normal usage.

Operational Usage and Restrictions: Both PDK and PDK Lite/PDK II have a Microsoft Operating System combined with SAVI’s software to enable reading and writing Active RFID tags. The PDK/PDK Lite/PDK II are for use in austere environments, and connect directly to the RF ITV Server. This connection is through the Iridium satellite network using an Iridium modem with SIM card. Users must acquire and activate the SIM card through the DISA Storefront (soon to be managed by the Air Force).

ATTENTION

EXORD 252-Special Notice for RF-ITV PDK and PDK Lite Users

Per earlier guidance, PDK/PDK Lite users would be required to submit an Operational Needs Statement (ONS) and receive HQDA G-3/5/7 approval prior to ordering new Iridium SIM cards. We have since been notified by HQDA G-3/5/7 of an exception to that policy: Any equipment (e.g., PDK /PDK Lite/PDK II) with an approved LIN does not require an ONS.

NOTE: To order Iridium SIM card follow the link below: DISA Storefront (DSF) Ordering:


Points of Contacts: Rebecca Heise, Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR), rebecca.u.heise.civ@mail.mil | (703) 806-0332 | DSN (312) 656-0332 Mike Morrissey, Engineer, Jerome.m.morrissey.ctr@mail.mil (703) 806-0409, DSN (656)-0409